INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CROP PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY
PUDUKKOTTAI ROAD, MELAVASTHACHAVADI
THANJAVUR - 613 005, TAMIL NADU

No: A/211/TO-2015  Date: 01.09.2016

Sub: IICPT -selection of Technical Officer (Work shop) -regarding
Ref: This office call letter. No. A/211/T.O/15 dated. 24.08.16

*****

In continuation of this office call letter cited, the following are informed about the examination to be conducted on 09.09.2016

1. Examination Pattern: Objective Type

2. Major Questions from: Mechanical Engineering

3. Few Questions from: General Basics about food

To

1. As per list enclosed

2. IICPT website (www.iicpt.edu.in)